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CAFTAN SEWN FROM A LAMPAS-WOVEN TEXTILE, SILK WITH GILDED LAMELLA OF ANIMAL SUBSTRATE

EASTERN ISLAMIC WORLD OR CHINA; 1ST HALF OF 14TH CENTURY

H: 130; W INCL. BOTH SLEEVES: 195 CM

While the typical Arab caftan was closed in the front, the Mongol was closed on the side with a row of tapes, which in this caftan are attached to a reinforced piece around the waist. The pattern demonstrates a mixture of Eastern and Western influences. The drop-shaped elements with stylized lions and surrounding swastika shapes point to China, while the stylized border with Kufi pseudo-calligraphy on the shoulders is an Islamic feature that has its origins in Arab tiraz textiles.

These textiles worked with gold were costly, and although a number of smaller parts of the same pattern were used to complete the caftan, an extra piece of another type nonetheless had to be used as well. Most of the gold has been lost, and the areas that were once golden are now brown.
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